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Meeting minutes

JNB - agenda

Carlos - Update; funds are doing great, 7800-8000 in the bank waiting to be dispersed for a
function or scholarship. We did really well in the mid-fall as far as donations and response.
December was good as well. Perhaps set a goal of 10,000 or 12,000.

Brett - CTE Testing -- a vendor with online testing, so the testing will be in-person for computer
classes. Will be spreading them out and distancing as much as possible. Parents have the
option to opt-out of the test, there will be no penalties.

Upcoming tests, PSAT for juniors -- students must request. ACT coming up as well. Universities
have waived the ACT requirement, but testing will occur before Spring break.

Covid updates and online school: The board makes that decision, and are pullign from several
different sources of data (Covid dashboard, state and health department data, attendance data,
GPA comparisons, completed work, and failing grades)
1st quarter was similar to last spring. There is some concern for 9th grade without freshmen
house, transition has been difficult in terms of grades and work completion. 11th and 12th grade
seem to be doing ok.

Tutoring is available and has been set up since before the break, and the support staff had to
take on other roles due to covid cases and other school-based obligations. Email Brett or Adasa
for tutoring. Tutoring occurs multiple times per week and on saturday. Trying to provide
additional support in classes, looking to hire more aides and support staff for classrooms.
Students who receive accommodations and ELL students are hit hardest.

Starting 3rd quarter: Students will be staying online during Asynchronous time, particularly if
students have homework that is due. Online live tutoring sessions during the week and
saturdays. Last PTSO meeting Jaycie had some ideas for online group games, however
resources are limited for staff to monitor. Plan to increase breakout sessions.

The board will meet Wednesday the 13th to discuss instructional format for the 3rd quarter. At
the point the students are at, in-person learning is not a necessity. The sentiment is to come
back into session under safety protocol and open full time (not hybrid).

Vaccinations for teachers are looking like February or later (particularly for Charter schools)

We have a trustlands team made up of school reps and parent members, they met today to
determine the trustland allocations and that information will become public in the March board
meeting. The Trustlands fund is 63,000, and most conversation was around extra student



support and culture and connectedness building among students. This money will go towards
the 21-22 SY.

Emily Potts -- my son is in 9th grade, and AMES has done an amazing job! This is the first time
my son enjoys school and enjoys participating, so thank you! My friend's son goes to Brighton,
and it’s been difficult; as soon as he adjusts to being remote learning, they go back to in-person,
and it’s been difficult.

Brett -- Some concerns have been raised about our Math and Science classes that feed into our
U of U classes. The teachers are getting through a lot of content, the USBE estimates that
in-person and other districts are getting through 50% or less than the content. Our student
engagement and teacher engagement is really helping. While it’s difficult to be online, the
numbers are encouraging.

Nancy Schmaus -- in-person schools are only covering 50% of the normal curriculum?

Brett -- correct; in other schools who opted to go back and forth to distance and in-person
teachers are doing multiple jobs with covering in-person and distance learning, and things fall by
the wayside, and they are not able to get through the content. AMES is not having that problem,
and are covering content at about 80%, as well as supporting continuity of subjects between
teachers.

Emily Potts -- When students are in-person learning, do teachers still use Canvas?

Brett -- Yes

Emily -- Oh good. It’s great for organization and checking up on my student’s classes.

Brett -- there are still some bugs to work out between Aspire and Canvas, and Aspire is the
more accurate grade to refer to.

One last thing, we always feed our students before we take any high-stakes test, usually fruit,
yogurt, muffin -- this is typically something that the PTSO does for our students. Usually 8:30
snacks, testing at 9.

JNB -- is this something you’d like provided given Covid?

Brett -- Yes, with safety considerations.

JNB -- we will get that taken care. Are there any new parents here who would be interested in
that effort? If so, get in touch with the PTSO (See website for contact info)

Counselors --



Kari -- currently playing catch up with emails, have been in classrooms, went into 9th grade
classrooms before the break, the last 2 days have been with the 10th grade.  Some of the
information we shared with them: Schedule changes, emailed through Aspire yesterday for
schedule changes. Starting tomorrow, we have office hours 12 - 2 zoom schedule changes,
evenings next week, and next Friday. We also let the 10th graders know next month we are
starting course selection for the 21-22 school year so we can get our master schedule done
early, and we’ll be in the classrooms to meet virtually and talk to students.

We would like to conduct CCRPs with all 9th graders, however coordinating zoom meetings has
been difficult to schedule.

The ACT will be split into 3 groups of juniors, lots of room, lots of social distancing

Brett -- The ACT test is an excellent way to practice and get experience while taking timed-
tests. Also, the lottery is open and the registration window will be kept open. The last 2 weeks of
January there will be a zoom orientation, and 2 more in February. Tell all your friends and all
your neighbors! We are going to try and conduct school, and we are at about 60 applications
with just 4 days of the application being open.

JNB -- Topics to cover: Reaching out to new students, fundraising, student scholarships, and
Activities. Please speak up if you have an idea! First thing, Peach Jar did not pan out as well as
we’d hoped, does anyone have any ideas on how to get the word out to students on entering
the lottery.

Brett -- Murray School district allowed our application to be posted on their website; Granite,
Canyons, Jordan did not support any advertising.

Dahlia Deniro -- I have a suggestion, what are schools doing that we can also do? Could we
create an ad or billboard for AMES? What could the price be?

JNB -- not sure what the budget is for traditional advertising. What about radio stations that do
PSAs? Has AMES ever done this?

Martha -- Now most radio stations you can go online and fill out a form to advertise.  KUED has
a type of calendar, and they broadcast it and also put it on their website. Contact different radio
stations that cater to different audiences, languages, etc.

Lisa Fels -- Is AMES in a media 1 insert? You have an opportunity to put an ad in and make it
bigger. There’s a private and charter school insert.

Brett -- we have done this in the past, but have not done it as our own separate ad in years, will
pursue. I was concerned about numbers, but 60 in the first 4 days is fairly good, and not all
legacy families. Communication can always be improved.



Lisa -- Facebook ads are all very good, and targeted advertising, looking at feeder schools.
What other feeder schools do we have and send direct advertising to the schools to get out to
parents. Are there openings at other levels besides Freshmen?

Victoria Saley -- recommending to current parents to post on social media about AMES to
increase word of mouth advertise the registration window. Reach out to other community
organizations, Asian Organization, different cultural groups and network specific groups.

Jaycie and Denece Begay -- create a hashtag, have student content creators to post on
instagram.

JNB -- we have 2 facebook accounts, we should activate those and have someone in charge of
social media.

Moving on to student scholarships

Carlos Taylor Swanson -- last year some of the discussions were do we want several 500
scholarships or less larger scholarships? At this point we could offer 3, 4, 5 depending on what
we feel we want to do. In the past, we’ve made those open to seniors. We could open that up to
juniors, but perhaps focusing on seniors is the way to go. I’d like to get feedback on what we
should put these funds towards.

JNB -- We were unable to offer scholarships last year, how do we insure that this is sustainable
from year to year?

Carlos -- for whatever the reason, the funds were hovering just above basic needs. I would love
some input from people. In the past, we’ve asked students to submit writing.

Brett -- the scholarship we’ve been able to offer is not that old, we’ve done it several different
ways, of varying scholarship amounts. Some years have been great, other years haven’t been
as beneficial. It depends on what the PTSO spends other funds on and where we are at the end
of the year. Being able to do more than one amount and being crystal clear on what we expect
makes a better product.

Carlos -- would we want to come up with a topic for them to write about?

Martha -- the last 2 years we have done the scholarship the topic was to do a video or write an
essay about what advice you would give to your 9th grade self if you could go back? We were
hoping to use the footage in freshman house to share their advice. Some were really good,
some were slapped together in 5 minutes. I like it, it’s something that’s reflective for them.

JNB -- has it ever been formalized? Is that something we should do this year?



Martha -- it has been. When the PTSO decides here’s what it’s going to be
about/topic/submission date/deadline, Martha and Counselors advertise to seniors and once
submission comes in, I curate the videos, and the PTSO scores them and the decision is made
by the PTSO.

Carlos -- I think Jolene’s point is good to be consistent year to year, though we don’t know what
next year is going to be like in the fundraising department. Banking on a couple thousand in the
bank from year to year is probably a good move. Maybe we could name a scholarship after
someone?

Denece Begay -- In a scholarship committee I’m part of, sometimes we get a varying number of
really really good scholarship application, sometimes there are years when you get less.
Perhaps not advertising how much each scholarship is going to be.

Martha -- in the past, we’ve offered a range of scholarships instead of saying specific numbers
of specific amounts. Scholarships will range from x to x.

JNB -- activities for the 4th quarter. If we returned to in-person for the 4th quarter, what are
activities that students and parents want to see first?

-- Open Mic Night! Whether it’s in-person or online, could be over video or zoom!

Lisa Fels -- Awards banquet -- finding someway for it to be celebrated in person

Carlos -- Being a parent of a senior, there is the senior party to consider.

Lisa Fels -- Just a thought, I have 2 nephews who are freshmen, and my son who is a freshmen
in college, and one thing they did online, game times as a way to get to know each other. Is
there anyway to host some of that?

JNB -- games and getting folks together has been a challenge due to the high school age group
and monitoring is a challenge.

Lisa Fels -- it was hosted by an older student, however perhaps a parent chaperone who
participates in the background of the group. But an older student mentor who led the game.
More like board games but online.

Jaycie Begay -- if you have people in different zoom breakout rooms, could we have it so people
can check in.

Brett -- now we have enough tutors, we could do that.

Carlos -- one thing that was brought up in an earlier meeting was the idea of an upperclassmen
mentoring a freshmen. Any follow up on that?



Brett -- I developed a list of seniors who could do that, but I have hesitated on doing that for
some of the reasons we’ve brought up. If we can eliminate any barriers and safety concerns, I
have a list of names and responses of kids who would make excellent mentors.

JNB -- any last questions or things they’d like to mention

Brett -- the bussing issue will be voted on at the board meeting. Bussing will be provided until
the end of February, and we have other plans in place if need be with UTA.

Chat

From julie Faure Bradley to Everyone:  07:33 PM
unfortunately, I’m in the hospital with my nephew who just broke his femur at Alta. I am waiting
for the surgeon. He’s in terrible pain.
I will be listening but I cannot lead the meeting.
Lisa will not
be able to attend either
thank you for being here, Eric
From julie Faure Bradley to Everyone:  07:39 PM
Carlos: Have you been able to get the information in order to apply for Amazon Smile?
From Emily Potts to Everyone:  07:41 PM
it may be a good idea to let parents know students will
be spaced out in different rooms for testing. I know a few people, including me, were wondering
about that. you may get more participation if parents know that.
From julie Faure Bradley to Everyone:  07:44 PM
good point
From Jolene Casey to Everyone:  07:53 PM
agreed!
From Stacey Arens to Everyone:  07:53 PM
I agree too!
From Abdi Family to Everyone:  07:53 PM
I agree too
From Victoria Saley to Everyone:  07:54 PM
I agree. freshmen have had good support
From Craig Schriber to Everyone:  07:55 PM
Parents of a 9th grader who's very happy with what you're doing online. You're doing a great
job!
From Lisa Fels to Everyone:  07:56 PM
Will there be a possibility for chemistry students to do in person labs this spring? My Sophomore
son is doing well with his classes at home, but the chemistry labs are important.
From Abdi Family to Everyone:  07:57 PM
What time is the computer science test scheduled at?
From Lisa Fels to Everyone:  07:57 PM



Mr Miller is doing a fantastic job, by the way. I just want to make sure that my son will be able to
have the lab experience as well.
From Emily Potts to Everyone:  08:03 PM
if you need any donations for snacks reach out to me. emily@sugarhousecoffee.com
From Carlos Taylor Swanson to Everyone:  08:03 PM
Wonderful Emily! Tank you!
From Brett Wilson to Everyone:  08:04 PM
Thank you for the offers and the positive vibe I appreciate it
From Victoria Saley to Everyone:  08:06 PM
where can you see 2nd semester schedules? can we see them in Aspire?
From Me to Everyone:  08:06 PM
Yes, you can find next semester schedules by clicking term 3 in aspire
From Brett Wilson to Everyone:  08:06 PM
Steph or Kari will you answer the question about when schedules will be available?
From Victoria Saley to Everyone:  08:07 PM
thanks
From Brett Wilson to Everyone:  08:07 PM
:)
From Stacey Arens to Everyone:  08:07 PM
We met with Ms. Southwick and it was very helpful. Thank you.
From Me to Everyone:  08:07 PM
I'm so glad we were able to have a zoom meeting! :)
From Nancy Schmaus to Everyone:  08:09 PM
Can you remind which dates the ACT will be on in April for juniors?
From Me to Everyone:  08:10 PM
The ACT will be the last week of 3rd quarter, which is March 23 - 25
From Nancy Schmaus to Everyone:  08:10 PM
Thanks.
From Eric Shmookler to Everyone:  08:12 PM
Can sophomores take the ACT in March?
From Me to Everyone:  08:13 PM
Unfortunately, the state-sponsored ACT test that the juniors take is only available to juniors.
10th grade students may apply and take the test on their own, however it won't be hosted at
AMES
From Brett Wilson to Everyone:  08:18 PM
Scholarship developed from a grant written by counselors
10th graders can take the PSAT.  We need to know ahead of time as they get a different test.
We are in the process of doing Spanish ads as a public service announcements
From Craig Schriber to Everyone:  08:18 PM
We're happy to share the information at McGillis.
From monica.padilla to Everyone:  08:19 PM
Facebook Ads?
From Emily Potts to Everyone:  08:22 PM
what is the goal number for apps?



From monica.padilla to Everyone:  08:23 PM
Tik Tok - Having current students making a little ad for the school?
From Lisa Fels to Everyone:  08:25 PM
If you created a social media ad, parents could share it on their personal Facebook pages -
another good way to get the word out.
From Brett Wilson to Everyone:  08:25 PM
Thanks Craig.  I did the high school Fair at the school. It was online and we all were getting use
to it.
From Emily Potts to Everyone:  08:25 PM
I will
From Abdi Family to Everyone:  08:25 PM
I will post it on the Islamic society website
From Emily Potts to Everyone:  08:26 PM
post on the Wasatch Waldorf parent page and email the 8th grade teachers
From julie Faure Bradley to Everyone:  08:26 PM
I think Media One is not doing papers anymore. The Salt Lake Tribune is now only published
one per week, the rest of the time it is online. so I’m not sure the insert will be an option
anymore.
From Victoria Saley to Everyone:  08:26 PM
promote on the Nextdoor app for Salt Lake Valley?
From Craig Schriber to Everyone:  08:26 PM
Does AMES have any digital materials that we can repost with a personal message on social
media?
From julie Faure Bradley to Everyone:  08:27 PM
one of the parents of a 9th grader works at KRCL
From Craig Schriber to Everyone:  08:27 PM
That's Bill Ramsay
From julie Faure Bradley to Everyone:  08:28 PM
Thank you, Jenica!
From Brett Wilson to Everyone:  08:29 PM
I have the application and the flier I can send out to everyone.  I also am doing high school fairs
next Week.  WasatchWaldorff Tuesday.
We also have new videos on time management and work completion that are new on the web
site.
From Jolene Casey to Everyone:  08:33 PM
can we give a couple $1000 scholarships this year and earmark enough for a couple next year
too?
From julie Faure Bradley to Everyone:  08:34 PM
advice to 9th grade self
From Lisa Fels to Everyone:  08:35 PM
I like Jolene’s idea. I think it’s important for the scholarship to be consistently given each year.
From Brett Wilson to Everyone:  08:35 PM
I like it tik tok
From julie Faure Bradley to Everyone:  08:36 PM



what do Jaycie, Dahlia and Gabe think?
From Jolene Casey to Everyone:  08:39 PM
good idea
From Brett Wilson to Everyone:  08:39 PM
Question about the number of applications.  We like to start the 9th grade year with 132-134
students.  When we draw the lottery we usually draw 150 names before we start the waiting list.
This year we started with 130 Freshman.  We drew 150 names in March for the 130 students
and then went 62 places into the waiting list to keep the Freshman class full.  The last few years
we have had a little over 300 applications. From 10 years ago to 5 years ago we had over 600
applications. Hope that answers the question .
From julie Faure Bradley to Everyone:  08:39 PM
I agree with Denece.  it’s hard to choose. the last time, we read them all and then decided.
From Stacey Arens to Everyone:  08:40 PM
Is the freshman class still full or can someone lottery in to the sophomore class for the 2021-22
school year.
From Brett Wilson to Everyone:  08:42 PM
This is a flier with the application on it.  I can send this out to those of you who could help post
this on social media and other venues.  Chat back at me and I will take your name down and
send it out.
From Jolene Casey to Everyone:  08:43 PM
@ Mr. Wilson - I will post it
From Craig Schriber to Everyone:  08:43 PM
Please sent to me a. craignschriber@gmail.com
From Jolene Casey to Everyone:  08:43 PM
jocasey@hotmail.com
From Carlos Taylor Swanson to Everyone:  08:45 PM
SUPER IDEA! Virtual Open Mic!
From Stacey Arens to Everyone:  08:45 PM
Something to orient / engage the freshmen (akin to freshman house)
From julie Faure Bradley to Everyone:  08:46 PM
maybe we could do an outdoor banquet
with a bbq
From monica.padilla to Everyone:  08:47 PM
Talent Show that can be on Zoom and live in the spring time?
From Emily Potts to Everyone:  08:47 PM
I agree with something to orient the freshman. it’s weird that Jaxon has never done anything at
AMES yet, besides the open house to check it out.
From Jaycie Begay to Everyone:  08:48 PM
Monica, Open Mic Night is basically what we call a talent show
From Brett Wilson to Everyone:  08:48 PM
virtual open mic :)
Not always high on talent-they let me play but high on fun factor
From monica.padilla to Everyone:  08:48 PM
Oh. Okay. Sorry



From julie Faure Bradley to Everyone:  08:49 PM
As the weather gets nicer in the spring and more people are vaccinated, let’s organize some
outdoor activities, bbq’s, etc.
From Brett Wilson to Everyone:  08:49 PM
I would plan on an outdoor graduation party.  The Tracy location would still work.
From Jolene Casey to Everyone:  08:50 PM
I just learned that the vaccine isn't approved for people under 16 years old.  Of course, a lot of
AMES students are older than that, but lots of students won't be getting vaccinated any time
soon.
From Jaycie Begay to Everyone:  08:50 PM
Putting the questions of what would activities would you like to see would be a great question to
post on social media
From Emily Potts to Everyone:  08:50 PM
good idea Jaycie
From monica.padilla to Everyone:  08:51 PM
At my job, we do Zoom Bingo
From Brett Wilson to Everyone:  08:51 PM
Good suggestions thank you all. Keep them coming Jaycie
From Emily Potts to Everyone:  08:52 PM
I have to go. Thank
From monica.padilla to Everyone:  08:52 PM
Sorry we have to go. 5:00 AM comes early. Please email me if you need any help in anything
and I will try my best to be there. Goodnight
From Emily Potts to Everyone:  08:52 PM
you for all the great information. have a great night
From Brett Wilson to Everyone:  08:53 PM
Thank you
From Jolene Casey to Everyone:  08:56 PM
any resolution on the bus issue?


